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Just about the first thing I can remember as a child is being 
attacked by magpies while visiting Shepparton in northern 
Victoria. I can still vividly recall the dramatic image of  

flapping black wings and cypress or pine trees in the background 
and my mother trying to beat them off.

The term ‘magpie’ is applied to a number of  unrelated 
birds in different parts of  the world. The word is a shortening 
of  ‘Margaret Pie’, ‘mag’ being an abbreviation of  ‘Margaret’ 
and ‘pie’ derived from the Latin generic word for magpie, Pica. 
The term ‘piebald’, meaning ‘two colours’, is thence derived 
from ‘magpie’. Early British settlers in this country applied the 
name to Cracticus tibicen, purely because of  its piebald plumage. 
Otherwise the Australian bird, a member of  the crow family, has 
nothing in common with its European namesake, all members 
of  the Pica genus.

The magpie is deeply embedded as part of  the Australian 
psyche and culture, lending its name to football teams including 
Collingwood, Glenorchy in Hobart and Port Adelaide. The 
State emblem of  South Australia represents a bird described 
at the time as a ‘piping shrike’, actually a magpie although the 
representation on the design is not at al accurate.

‘Piping shrike’ is just one of  a number of  common names 
given to the Australian magpie, with others, such as ‘piper’, 
‘piping crow-shrike’, ‘flutebird’ and ‘organbird’, that clearly 
refer to the bird’s unique and remarkable repertoire of  song. 
Its Latin specific epiphet, tibicen, means ‘flute-player’ or ‘piper’.

Magpies are distributed across most of  Australia except the 
arid zones, and were introduced into New Zealand during the 
nineteenth century as an insect predator, now regarded there are 
somewhat of  a pest and a threat to indigenous birdlife. Magpies 
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seem to be just about everywhere, an integral part of  our urban 
and rural landscapes, perched on television aerials, nesting 
in our garden trees and walking about in parks and gardens. 
They can become relatively tame, often fed by households in 
return for their vocal entertainment. And they stand out as real 
individuals, sociable but also highly territorial.

Their territorial nature is behind their bad reputation as 
they defend their ground against any intruders around the 
time their eggs are hatching in spring. They are notorious for 
swooping passers by, and are particularly aggressive toward 
cyclists including postal workers on their bikes. The best defence 
against such attacks is to maintain eye contact; so long as the 
birds think you are watching them they are unlikely to attack. 
Painting ‘eyes’ on the top of  cyclists helmets apparently works, 
which is a human application of  a technique widely seen in 
nature, amongst fish and insects, for example, where false ‘eyes’ 
are used as a defensive measure.

While their distribution is widespread they are not all 
quite the same bird, with a number of  subspecies mostly 
distinguished by plumage markings and size. There are 
four variations of  the black-backed magpie, all found across 
northern Australia. The several forms of  white-backed 
magpie are found across a range from southern New South 
Wales to Kangaroo Island in South Australia including most 
of  Victoria, but is also represented by a subspecies native to 
southern New Guinea. All of  the birds photographed for this 
book are the white-backed form.

Most of  Tasmania has its own white-backed representative, 
C. tibicen hypoleuca, which is smaller than the mainland subspecies, 
and with a much shorter beak and wings, looking not unlike the 

A comparison of  plumages ... the magpie, above, and the magpie lark, below.
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Cupressus macrocarpa, a good perch and refuge.
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magpie lark, an entirely separate species with which it could be 
confused.

Male and female Australian magpies have very similar 
plumage, unlike many bird species where the male bird wears 
the more extravagant costume. The ‘white’ plumage on female 
birds tends to be mottled grey rather than pure white, and this 
can lead to further confusion as the plumage of  immature birds 
is also mottled, in both the black and white feathers.

The Australian magpie’s greatest asset is perhaps its song – 
it is one of  the world’s great songbirds, with a wide variety of  
complex calls with a pitch of  at least four octaves. They can 
mimic a variety of  other bird calls as well as dogs and horses, 
and even human speech when they are in frequent proximity. 
Their calls can range from quiet murmurings to a loud carolling 
chorus echoing across the treetops. They are often the first birds 
to announce the dawn and the last to herald nightfall.

Magpies spend much of  their time on the ground foraging for food, mostly 

grubs and worms, although they are omnivorous. The magpie is distinctive 

amongst its relatives in that it walks about rather than hopping.
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Walk down just about any street in any Australian town and you’ll see magpies perched somewhere, just watching.
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Taking off.
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Again, just perched and watching.
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Preparing for take-off.
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In the late 1950s, the early days of  television, Colac townsfolk erected very tall masts to pick up television from Melbourne before it was available elsewhere in 

the State. Perfect bird perches.
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In flight with Lake Colac in the background.
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The first signs of  spring and a female magpie’s thoughts turn to nest building.
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This bird thinks a steel frame could be the best approach.
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Mottled pale grey feathers distinguish the female magpie from the male’s white back.
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One bird, three frames, welded together in Photoshop.
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Just checking the wiring.
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A good balancing act. A mature male.
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Gum nuts and a magpie ... a uniquely Australian image.
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In flight.
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In a eucalyptus tree.
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More recent television antennae are shorter than the previous one, but just as handy as perches.
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In flight. Not my best view.
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In flight.
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In flight.
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Readying for take-off.
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An adult male magpie, on the ground ...
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... and perched in a tree.
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I wanted this bird in the Colac Botanic Gardens to fly but it refused. I followed it around for about ten minutes before giving up.
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Perched in the branches of  a weeping willow.
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You lookin’ at me?
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In flight. Again, not my best view. The birds look far less elegant on the downbeat.
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All of  the images in this little book were photographed between 
July 12 and August 2 2011, according to the rules of  SoFoBoMo, 
on the foreshore of  Lake Colac and in the Colac Botanic 
Gardens. Colac is a township of  about 10,000 people in the 
Western District of  Victoria, Australia.

I used a Panasonic Lumix DMC-L10 camera with a Leica 
14–150 mm lens. I used RAW format, processing the images 
in Photoshop before exporting them into Indesign for layout. 
The final layout was then exported as a high-resolution pdf, 
then optimized in Acrobat Pro to fit within the maximum size 
stipulated in the rules of  15MB.

Count the magpies to tell the future:

One for sorrow 

Two for joy 

Three for a girl 

Four for a boy 

Five for silver 

Six for gold 

Seven for a secret 

Never to be told

Click here to hear two different recordings of  the magpie’s song, 
just a small sampling of  the magpie’s extraordnary repertoire.

http://www.stuff.wildeel.com/audio/ZOOM0060_magpie.mp3

